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XS4 MINI 
ALL-NEW 
DESIGN
A new generation of products: Jump to tomorrow’s access control 

design standard and ensure that both your building’s security and 

visual appeal are taken to a new level. 

Welcome to SALTO. 

Welcome to a new design concept. 

Stylish design is a SALTO trademark and with the XS4 Mini, we raise 

the bar on this already high standard thanks to the XS4 Mini’s small, 

discreet size combined with a modern, clean LED aesthetic. The Mini’s 

smart compactness simplifies installation in virtually any kind of door, 

complementing any type of atmosphere.
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XS4 MINI

DESIGN

A new generation of products: Jump to tomorrow’s 

access control design standard and ensure that 

both your building’s security and visual appeal are 

taken to a new level. Welcome to SALTO. 

Welcome to a new design concept. 

WORLD-CLASS ENGINE:
Stylish design is a SALTO trademark. With the XS4 Mini, 

we raise the bar on this already high standard thanks 

to the XS4 Mini’s small, discreet size combined with 

a modern, clean LED aesthetic. The XS4 Mini’s smart 

compactness simplifies installation in virtually any kind of 

door, complementing any type of atmosphere.

USER-CENTRED DESIGN:
The XS4 Mini has at its foundation countless hours 

dedicated to studying how users really use access control. 

For example the new LED was developed to make it easier 

to see door status. And deeper inside, the antenna was 

redesigned so that it reads credentials faster than ever and 

covers the entire area above the handle so that no one has 

to guess where to present the credential. 

 TECH TOUGH DESIGN:
The XS4 Mini’s sleek plastic reader is available in two 

colours, and under the cover is the Mini’s steel-reinforced 

frame which provides superior structural integrity. And to 

make it even easier, the XS4 Mini comes with a wide choice 

of functional and stylish handles suitable for use on any 

type of door.
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XS4 MINI

TECHNOLOGY

Technologically state of the art, the XS4 Mini covers your 

needs today and future needs tomorrow.

 SALTO FULL COMPATIBILITY:
SALTO XS4 Mini is 100% compatible with the genuinely 

pioneering SALTO Virtual Network and with SALTO Wireless 

Network, as well as of course with the full range of SALTO 

hardware. The XS4 Mini brings to your property the solution 

that makes your facility easier to manage and more secure, 

while also being more comfortable for the people who use the 

property.

 ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY:
Significantly more advanced than any other electronic lock 

on the market, for the XS4 Mini we have employed the latest 

electronics technology to ensure that your new electronic 

escutcheon allows you to keep up with the constant output of 

technological advances. With a much faster microprocessor, 

4x greater memory, and exquisitely designed electronics, the 

XS4 Mini is an innovative marvel. 

  CONNECTIVITY: 
Life is increasingly connected in so many areas and the XS4 

Mini keeps up and more with this reality.  The XS4 Mini is 

not just a wireless lock; it is bidirectional at its very essence 

and has been designed to have maximum connectivity with 

different types of credentials, types of RFID technology, as 

well as with other advanced technologies such as NFC.  And 

the innovations continue even to the programming side -- the 

XS4 Mini uses a wireless Portable Programmer Device (PPD) 

that communicates with the XS4 Mini via NFC. That the XS4 

Mini can also be integrated into other access control systems 

rounds out the case:  the XS4 Mini is your connected lock.
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XS4 MINI

SECURITY

Top security is more than mere product robustness, 

and the XS4 Mini proves the point:

 HIGHEST CERTIFICATIONS: 
With SALTO, rest assured that all our solutions are fully 

compliant with all the latest regulations for a safe and healthy 

environment. SALTO solutions have been designed and 

manufactured to meet not only your current requirements, 

but our solutions also scale easily to keep pace with your 

future needs too. Our technological platform ensures your 

investment today will keep paying off in future. 

 TOTAL SECURITY: 
The time has finally come to completely forget about 

mechanical keys. The XS4 Mini is the lock that permits you 

to easily upgrade from a mechanical locking system to our 

modern electronic system. Installing the XS4 Mini couldn’t 

be simpler -- just remove the existing handle set and install. 

No complicated retrofit required.  And with the XS4 Mini’s 

affordable pricing, it is even easier to convert all your doors into 

smart doors for first time. Protect people and property 24/7. 

 FIRE: 
The XS4 Mini’s design for straightforward installation also 

results in increased levels of security and control because 

doors maintain their integrity. The XS4 Mini is built in two 

halves that are fitted together by two long screws. Thanks to 

this ingenious new no-drill hardware, doors can maintain their 

fire certificates because no additional drilling, or alterations to 

the door, are needed.  
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The XS4 Mini is just the first piece of what the market 

will soon experience as the latest SALTO game 

changer: a product range that combines THE MOST 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND CONNECTIVITY 
IN ACCESS CONTROL WITH A NEW, USER-
CENTRED DESIGN STANDARD.

Other products from the range that will hit the 

marketplace in the coming months include XS4 One - a 

long-plate version, as well as a redesigned wall reader, 

cylinders, and even a new control unit to round out the 

portfolio. 

Great design and great technical features have always 

been a hallmark of SALTO products. And as this new 

smart design standard and technologically astute 

range comes to the market in the coming months, 

we anticipate further recognition of our position as the 

product performance leader, as the market responds,  

“That’s a SALTO”.
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RE-THINK ACCESS 
RE-EXPERIENCE ACCESS
RE-DESIGN ACCESS
RE-DISCOVER ACCESS

11
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SALTO 
XS4 GEO

The new SALTO XS4 GEO cylinder is an engineering 

marvel that combines outstanding design with all the 

embedded technological requirements needed to 

ensure its recognition as the de facto industry standard. 

The SALTO XS4 GEO cylinder family combines 

extensive versatility for all types of markets with its 

proven adaptability to worldwide standards thereby 

permitting its effective use in a never-ending series of 

applications thanks to its long list of features:

SVN data-on-card technology inside.  

Bring in efficiency and cut out maintenance costs.

Wireless real-time control and manage who can open which 

doors at which times.

Easy to install & use converting virtually any door into a fully-

featured access controlled door allowing you to manage at all times 

who is able to access what, where and when.

RFID. NFC & smartcard technology that enable you to integrate all 

your user’s physical security needs into a single credential.

Security + Reliable access control 24/7 that allows you to  
secure & control virtually every door in your facility.

Powerful software that makes it easy to set up specific access 

rights and revise as required, while always leaving behind a reliable 

audit trail.
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SALTO

XS4 READER

The new SALTO XS4 Reader is much more than just a 

wall reader. It’s the bridge between the online and the 

offline world. It invokes the SALTO design standard that 

makes it exceptionally easy for the user, and combined 

with the SALTO XS4 Controller, it boosts the potential 

of any property and facilitates its integration with almost 

any interface.

Plus the XS4 Reader is incredibly efficient from a 

network and IT architecture perspective, making it 

easy to install while also providing a host of features 

and functionality. 

SVN data-on-card technology inside.  

Bring in efficiency and cut out maintenance costs.

Wireless real-time control and manage multiple doors through one 

POE Ethernet connection.

Easy to install & use converting virtually any door into a fully-

featured access controlled door allowing you to manage at all times 

who is able to access what, where and when.

RFID. NFC & smartcard technology that enable you to integrate all 

your user’s physical security needs into a single credential.

Security + Reliable access control 24/7. Convert virtually any 

door into a fully-featured access controlled door allowing you to 

manage at all times who is able to access what, where and when.

Powerful software that makes it easy to set up specific access 

rights and revise as required, while always leaving behind a reliable 

audit trail.

User-centred design to make it easier for users to understand 
and use their access control system.

All weather and vandal proof so that your access control system is 

prepared for real life conditions.
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SALTO

XS4 ONE

The SALTO XS4 One escutcheon is a revolutionary 

stand-alone lock thanks largely to the level of 

technology packed inside that brings together the 

convenience of an offline point  -- easy installation and 

no wires – with virtually the same kind of power and 

performance of an online point.

SVN data-on-card technology inside.  

Bring in efficiency and cut out maintenance costs.

Wireless real-time control and manage multiple doors in real-

tome and cost-efficiently.

Future-proof  electronics that are ready for new technologies that 

can provide additional functionalities.

RFID. NFC & smartcard technology enable you to integrate all of 

your user’s physical security needs into a single credential.

Security + Reliable access control 24/7. convert virtually any 

door into a fully-featured access controlled door allowing you to 

manage at all times who is able to access what, where and when.

Powerful software to control who goes where and when, and 

while leaving behind an audit trail.

All weather so that your access control system is prepared for real 

life conditions.

User-centred design to make it easier for users to understand 
and use their access control system.
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Over 10 years ago, when we launched the first ever stand-alone battery-

powered electronic escutcheon, SALTO changed the access control 

market forever. We put an end to complex and expensive wiring. We 

introduced simplicity and affordability without sacrificing security.

Since then SALTO has equipped over 1.7 million doors with our products, 

and we continue in our drive to develop superior electronic locking 

solutions. Unlike most of our competitors, our sole focus is on electronic 

access control. Because this is all we do, we innovate better and faster.

SALTO works hard to ensure that we stay one jump ahead by providing 

a differentiated product offering that sets your business apart from the 

competition. Our single focus on electronic access control drives us to 

develop innovative products with market leading technology that provide 

real value to end-users thanks to the quality solutions they provide. At 

SALTO, we are driven to ensure that our customers today continue to be 

our satisfied customers tomorrow.

SALTO success is measured by customers who are 
satisfied with our innovations.
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RE-DEFINING

OUR GOALS
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OVER 90 COUNTRIES:  
providing access to experts, wherever you are

OVER 14,000 PROJECTS:  
delivering innovation through successful partnerships

OVER 1,700,000 LOCKS:  
securing doors the world over

AN ESTIMATED 14,000,000 PEOPLE  
using our products every day

SALTO OFFICES IN THE WORLD 
Australia · Belgium · Canada · Colombia · Czech Republic · Denmark  

Finland · France · Germany · Mexico · Netherlands · New Zealand · Norway · Poland 

Portugal · Singapore · Slovakia · South Africa · Spain · Sweden · Switzerland 

United Arab Emirates · United Kingdom · United States

The access control company you can relay on  

www.saltosystems.com
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